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Abstract
We incorporate consumption indivisibilities into the Krugman (1980) model and show
that an importer’s per capita income becomes a primary determinant of “export zeros”.
Households in the rich North (poor South) are willing to pay high (low) prices for consumer goods; hence unconstrained monopoly pricing generates arbitrage opportunities for
internationally traded products. Export zeros arise because some northern firms abstain
from exporting to the South, to avoid international arbitrage. Rich countries benefit from
a trade liberalization, while poor countries lose. These results hold also under more general
preferences with both extensive and intensive consumption margins. We show that a standard calibrated trade model (that ignores arbitrage) generates predictions on relative prices
that violate no-arbitrage constraints in many bilateral trade relations. This suggests that
international arbitrage is potentially important.
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Introduction

We study a model of international trade in which an importer’s per capita income is a primary
determinant of the extensive margin of international trade. Two facts motivate our analysis.
First, there are huge differences in per capita incomes across the globe and these differences may
have important consequences for patterns of international trade via the demand side. Second,
per capita incomes of destination countries correlate strongly with the extensive margin of trade.
In 2007, for example, the probability that the US exports a given HS 6-digit product to a highincome country was 63.4 percent, while the export probabilities to upper-middle, lower-middle,
and low-income destinations were only 48.8 percent, 36.6 percent, and 13.6 percent, respectively.
Furthermore, also US firm-level data show a positive correlation between export probabilities
and destinations’ per capita incomes (Bernard, Jensen, and Schott 2009).
Recent research has emphasized the presence of “zeros” in bilateral trade data, see e.g. Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2007) at the country pair level; Hummels and Klenow (2005) at
the product level; and Bernard, Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2007) at the firm level. However,
the literature did not systematically explore the role of per capita incomes. The standard explanation for export zeros relies on heterogeneous firms and fixed export-market entry costs (Melitz
2003, Chaney 2008, Arkolakis, Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare 2012). Export zeros arise if a firm’s
marginal costs are too high and/or export market size (in terms of aggregate GDP) is too low
to cover the fixed export costs.1 Importantly, there is no separate role for per capita incomes.
Because of homothetic preferences it is irrelevant whether a given aggregate GDP arises from a
large population and a low per capita income, or vice versa.2
Our paper provides an alternative approach to explain export zeros in which the demand
side plays the crucial role. In particular, we elaborate the idea that low per capita incomes
are associated with low willingnesses to pay for differentiated products, so that firms abstain
from exporting to poor destinations. Our emphasis on the demand channel does not only lead
to new predictions on trade patterns. It has also important implications for consumer welfare.
Our model predicts that poor countries may lose from a trade liberalization, while rich countries
always gain. This is different from standard models where gains from trade are more evenly
distributed and all trading partners typically benefit from a trade liberalization.
We start out with a simple model that is identical to the basic Krugman (1980) framework,
except that consumer goods are indivisible and households purchase either one unit of a particular
product or do not purchase it at all. Such “0-1” preferences generate, in a straightforward way, a
situation where a household’s willingness to pay for differentiated products depends on household
income. However, 0-1 preferences are very stylized, as households can adjust their consumption
in response to price and income changes only through the extensive margin.3 We then show that
1
This heterogeneous-firm framework has proven to be useful in explaining firm-level evidence on export behavior. For a recent survey, see Bernard, Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2012).
2
Baldwin and Harrigan (2011) find that real GDP per worker in the destination country is a significant
determinant of zeros in US export data. While they consider real GDP per worker as a demand-related control,
they do not systematically explore this result in the context of their theoretical model (which sticks to the
assumption of homothetic preferences).
3
Notice that “0-1” preferences and CES preferences can be considered as two polar cases. With 0-1 preferences,
optimal consumption responds only along the extensive margin; with CES-preferences consumption responds only
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the qualitative results of the 0-1 model carry over to more general settings where consumption
is allowed to respond both along the extensive and the intensive margin.
Our paper makes two key contributions. The first is the recognition that firms from rich
countries might not export to a poor country due to a threat of international arbitrage. Consider
a US firm that sells its product both in the US and in China. Suppose this firm charges a price
in China equal to the Chinese households’ (low) willingness to pay and a price in the US equal
to the US households’ (high) willingness to pay. When price differences are large, arbitrage
opportunities emerge: arbitrageurs can purchase the good cheaply on the Chinese market, ship
it back to the US, and underbid local US producers. In equilibrium, US firms anticipate the
threat of arbitrage and will adjust accordingly. To avoid arbitrage, a US exporter has basically
two options: (i) charge a price in the US sufficiently low to eliminate arbitrage incentives; or (ii)
abstain from selling the product in China (and other equally poor countries) thus eliminating
arbitrage opportunities. These two options involve a trade-off between market size and prices:
firms that export globally have a large market but need to charge a low price; firms that sell
exclusively on the US market (and in other equally rich countries) can charge a high price but
have a small market. In an equilibrium with ex-ante identical firms, the two options yield the
same profit.
The second key contribution of our paper relates to gains from trade and the welfare effects
of trade liberalizations. When per capita income gaps are small, firms are not constrained by
arbitrage, and all goods are traded. In such a “full trade equilibrium”, lower trade costs increase
welfare in both countries. Lower losses during transport provide resources for production of more
varieties from which consumers in both countries benefit. In the more interesting case of large
per capita income gaps, firms are constrained by arbitrage, and not all goods are exported to the
poor country. In such an “arbitrage equilibrium” lower trade costs increase welfare in the rich
country but decrease welfare in the poor country. The reason is that lower trade costs tighten
the arbitrage constraint. With lower trade costs, globally active firms in the rich country need
to reduce prices on their home market. This will induce more firms to abstain from exporting to
poor countries, thus avoiding international arbitrage. As a result, fewer varieties are exported
to poor countries leading to lower consumption and welfare in these countries.
Our analysis highlights three further points. First, we make precise the differential consequences of an increase in aggregate GDP due to a higher per capita income and due to a larger
population. A higher per capita income in the South raises poor households’ willingness to pay,
increasing northern firms’ incentive to sell their products internationally. In equilibrium, a larger
fraction of northern firms export their product to the South. In contrast, a larger population in
the South leaves southern households’ demand for varieties unchanged but allows for the production of more varieties. This increases the world’s per capita consumption due to a scale effect;
increases the volume of trade; and may or may not increase trade intensity. Moreover, a larger
population in the poor country may or may not increase the probability that a northern firm
exports to the South. In sum, our model predicts that per capita income has a stronger effect
along the intensive margin (because Inada conditions induce households to consume all goods, irrespective of prices
and income). Clearly, the realistic scenario is in between these polar cases. We look at this case in Section 5.
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than population size on the probability that a northern firm exports to the South.
A second point shows that the result of detrimental effects of trade liberalizations (on a
poor country’s welfare) needs to be qualified in a multi-country setting. When there are many
rich and many poor countries, a multilateral trade liberalization still reduces North-South trade
due to tighter arbitrage. However, it also stimulates South-South trade because the arbitrage
constraint is not binding among trading partners with similar per capita incomes. Hence a
multilateral trade liberalization increases the welfare of poor households if the increase in SouthSouth trade overcompensates the fall in North-South trade. The multi-country setting is also
useful because it delivers empirical predictions. The main prediction (on which we shed light
empirically) is that a northern firm has a high probability to export to other northern countries,
while the probability that it exports to a southern country is significantly lower and decreases
in the per capita income gap between the North and South.
A third point analyzes the conditions under which the basic logic of our 0-1 preferences
carries over to general (additive) preferences that allow for both an extensive and intensive
margin of consumption. We assume a general, additive subutility function v(c) and make precise
the conditions on v(c) under which international arbitrage can emerge. If these conditions are
met, there will be export zeros, provided that per capita income differences between the trading
partners are sufficiently large. In this sense, the predictions of the simple 0-1 model hold also
under more general preferences.
There is compelling evidence that threats of arbitrage affect the pricing decisions of firms in
many markets. Pharmaceutical industries are most prominent examples (WHO 2001, Ganslandt
and Maskus 2004, Goldberg 2010). The WHO (2001) report argues that restraints on parallel
trade between poor and rich countries would allow companies to supply the former. Consequently,
a key WHO recommendation is a more comprehensive implementation of differential pricing
strategies. Parallel trade is also relevant in other industries such as cars (Lutz 2004, Yeung and
Mok 2013), consumer electronics (Feng 2013), DVDs and cinemas (Burgess and Evans 2005),
and other markets, like clothing and cosmetics (NERA 1999).
To shed light on the quantitative relevance of the arbitrage channel, we proceed in two
steps. We first provide reduced-form evidence from disaggregated trade data. We find that
there is a strong and quantitatively large association between the export probability (of the
US and other large countries) and the per capita income of a given destination (conditional on
the destination’s aggregate GDP and other commonly used determinants of international trade
flows). This reduced-form evidence is consistent with binding arbitrage constraints, but could
also be explained by a cost constraint: firms abstain from exporting because the marginal cost
of exporting are too high.4
In a second step, we pursue a model-based approach to learn more about the potential
relevance of arbitrage constraints. We start out with the framework of Simonovska (2015) who
characterizes the general equilibrium in a world economy with many countries and heterogenous
4

In the absence of fixed export costs, this requires a specification of preferences featuring a finite reservation
price which increases in the destination’s per capita income. When the destination is very poor the reservation
price is very low, and export zeros arise because the price does not cover the marginal costs associated with
exporting to that destination. The specification in Simonovska (2015) satisfies these features.
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firms. She uses Stone-Geary preferences, which belong to the class of preferences where arbitrage
constraints may, in principle, become binding. In this quite general environment, Simonovska
(2015) is able to come up with predictions for the relative price of a given product between
any two locations – under the assumption that firms do not have to take arbitrage constraints
into account when setting their prices. This suggests a simple consistency check to assess the
quantitative importance of arbitrage: With (i) predictions on relative (unconstrained) prices
and (ii) estimates of trade costs between any two locations, we can assess whether arbitrage
constraints are violated in an equilibrium that does not take into account arbitrage. In this
numerical exercise, we find that arbitrage constraints are indeed violated in many trade relations.
Our analysis contributes to the literature on parallel trade (surveyed in Maskus, 2000 and
Ganslandt and Maskus, 2007). In partial equilibrium models, the welfare effects of parallel
imports in a rich country are typically ambiguous because there is a tradeoff between reduced
innovation incentives on the one side and lower prices for consumers on the other side. To see
the contrast, consider for example the recent contribution by Roy and Saggi (2012). They show
that in an international duopoly, parallel trade induces the southern firm to charge an above
monopoly price in the South in order to be able to charge a high price in the North. Softer
competition in the North then induces the northern firm to sell only in its home market at a
high price, which harms northern consumers. We show that considering the general equilibrium
uncovers an opposing force working through the economy wide resource constraint: It is still
true that a subset of northern firms will find it optimal to sell only in their home market at
a high price. But this means that less northern resources are used to produce goods for the
South, which increases the numbers of available varieties in the North and thus welfare. So the
welfare effects of parallel trade rules go in the opposite direction when considering the general
equilibrium.
Our paper is also related to the pricing-to-market literature, which focuses on the crosscountry dispersion of prices of tradable goods. Atkeson and Burstein (2008) generate pricingto-market in a model with Cournot competition and variable mark-ups. However, their focus is
on the interaction of market structure and changes in marginal costs rather than on per capita
income effects. Hsieh and Klenow (2007), Manova and Zhang (2012), and Alessandria and
Kaboski (2011), among others, document that prices of tradable consumer goods show a strong
positive correlation with per capita incomes in cross-country data. The papers by Markusen
(2013), Sauré (2010), Behrens and Murata (2012a,b) and Bekkers, Francois, and Manchin (2012)
provide frameworks in which richer consumers are less price-sensitive, so mark-ups and prices
are higher in richer countries. Mrazova and Neary (2013) explore in a comprehensive way how
deviations from CES preferences affect equilibrium outcomes in the Krugman model.5 Variable
5

Other related papers allowing for non-homothetic (or quasi-homothetic) preferences include Fajgelbaum,
Grossman, and Helpman (2011), Hummels and Lugovskyy (2009), Desdoigts and Jaramillo (2009), Neary (2009),
Melitz and Ottaviano (2008), Falkinger (1990), and Auer, Chaney and Sauré (2014). Many papers found empirical support for non-homotheticities, e.g. Hunter and Markusen (1988), Hunter (1991), Francois and Kaplan
(1996), Choi, Hummels, and Xiang (2006), Dalgin, Mitra, and Trindade (2008), Fieler (2011), Hepenstrick and
Tarasov (2015), Bernasconi (2013). Caron, Fally and Markusen (2014) show that non-homothetic preferences are
quantitatively important for explaining the observed correlation between income elasticities and skill intensities
at the sectoral level, resolving a substantial part of “missing trade puzzle” between rich and poor countries.
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mark-ups and pricing-to-market driven by per capita income are also a crucial feature in our
framework. Our paper extends this literature by showing that export zeros arise from the (threat
of) international arbitrage, a feature not considered in previous papers.
The presence of a trade participation margin links the present paper to a recent literature
that builds on Melitz (2003) and explores demand- and/or market-size effects in the context of
heterogeneous firm models. Arkolakis (2010) incorporates marketing costs into that framework,
generating an effect of population size on export markets in addition to aggregate income. Eaton,
Kortum, and Kramarz (2011) extend this framework, allowing for demand shocks (in addition
to cost shocks) as further determinants of firms’ export behavior. Eaton, Kortum and Sotelo
(2013) show that a standard heterogeneous-firm trade model with an integer number (rather
than a continuum) of firms can reconcile the large share of a small number of firms in global
trade, the many zeros in bilateral trade, and the observed trade volumes in cross-country data.
These papers stick to homothetic preferences, hence arbitrage cannot arise. This is different from
our paper where non-homotheticities and arbitrage incentives play a central role and may per se
generate a trade participation margin.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the basic
assumptions and discuss the autarky equilibrium. In Section 3, we use our basic framework to
study trade patterns and trade gains in a two-country setting. Section 4 extends the analysis
to many rich and poor countries. In Section 5, we introduce general preferences and show
that arbitrage equilibria also arise when consumption responds both along the extensive and
the intensive margin. Section 6 presents reduced form evidence on the association between
US export probabilities and a destination’s per capita income. In section 7 we show that a
standard calibrated trade model (that ignores arbitrage) generates predictions on relative prices
that violate no-arbitrage constraints in many bilateral trade relations. Section 8 concludes.

2

Autarky

We start by presenting the autarky equilibrium. The economy is populated by P identical
households. Each household is endowed with L units of labor, the only production factor.
Labor is perfectly mobile within countries and immobile across countries. The labor market is
competitive and the wage is W. Production requires a fixed labor input F to set up a new firm
and a variable labor input 1/a to produce one unit of output, the same for all firms. Producing
good j in quantity q(j) thus requires a total labor input of F + q (j) /a.
Consumers. Households spend their income on a continuum of differentiated goods. We
assume that goods are indivisible and a given product j yields positive utility only for the first
unit and zero utility for any additional units.6 Thus consumption is a binary choice: either you
buy or you don’t buy. Let x(j) denote an indicator that takes value 1 if good j is purchased and
6

Preferences of this type were used, inter alia, by Murphy, Shleifer and Vishny (1989) to study demand
composition and technology choices, by Matsuyama (2000) to explore non-homotheticities in Ricardian trade,
and by Falkinger (1994) and Foellmi and Zweimüller (2006) to analyze inequality and growth.
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value 0 if not. Then utility takes the simple form
∞

Z
U=

x(j)dj,

where x(j) ∈ {0, 1} .

(1)

0

Notice that utility is additively separable and that the various goods enter symmetrically. Hence
the household’s utility is given by the number of consumed goods.
Consider a household with income y who chooses among (a measure of) N goods supplied at
prices {p(j)}.7 The problem is to choose {x(j)} to maximize the objective function (1) subject
RN
to the budget constraint 0 p(j)x(j)dj = y. Denoting λ as the household’s marginal utility of
income, the first order condition can be written as
x(j) = 1 if 1 ≥ λp (j)
x(j) = 0 if 1 < λp (j) .
Rewriting this condition as 1/λ ≥ p (j) yields the simple rule that the household will purchase
good j if its willingness to pay 1/λ does not fall short of the price p(j).8 The resulting demand
curve, depicted in Figure 1, is a step function which coincides with the vertical axis for p(j) > 1/λ
and equals unity for prices p(j) ≤ 1/λ.
F igure 1
By symmetry, the household’s willingness to pay is the same for all goods and equal to the
inverse of λ, which itself is determined by the household’s income and product prices. Intuitively,
the demand curve shifts up when the income of the consumer increases (λ falls) and shifts down
when the price level of all other goods increases (λ rises).
It is interesting to note the difference between consumption choices under these “0-1” preferences and the standard CES-case. With 0-1 preferences, the household chooses how many goods
to buy, while there is no choice about the consumed quantity.9 In contrast, a household has a
choice with CES preferences about the quantities of the supplied goods, but finds it optimal to
consume all varieties in positive amounts. This is because Inada conditions imply an infinite
reservation price. In other words, 0-1 preferences shift the focus to the extensive margin of consumption, while CES preferences focus entirely on the intensive margin. It is important to note,
however, that our central results below do not depend on the 0-1 assumption. In fact, we will
show below that more general preferences – which allow for both the extensive and the intensive
7

Notice that the integral in (1) runs from zero to infinity. While preferences are defined over an infinitely large
measure of potential goods, the number of goods actually supplied is limited by firm entry, i.e. only a subset of
potentially producible goods can be purchased at a finite price.
8
Strictly speaking, the condition 1 ≥ λp(j) is necessary but not sufficient for c(j) = 1 and the condition
1 < λp(j) is sufficient but not necessary for c(j) = 0. This is because purchasing all goods for which 1 = λp(j)
may not be feasible given the consumer’s budget. For when N different goods are supplied at the same price p
but y < pN the consumer randomly selects which particular good will be purchased or not purchased. This case,
however, never emerges in the general equilibrium.
9
The discussion here rules out the case where incomes could be larger than pN , meaning that the consumer
is subject to rationing (i.e. he would want to purchase more goods than are actually available at the available
prices). While this could be a problem in principle, it will never occur in equilibrium.
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margin of consumption – generate results that are qualitatively similar to those derived in the
0-1 case.
Equilibrium. Since both firms and households are identical, the equilibrium is symmetric.
Similar to the standard monopolistic competition model, the information on other firms’ prices
is summarized in the shadow price λ. Hence, the pricing decision of a monopolistic firm depends
only on λ. Moreover, the value of λ is unaffected by the firm’s own price because a single firm
is of measure zero.
Lemma 1 There is a single price p = 1/λ in all markets and all goods are purchased by all
consumers.
Proof. Aggregate demand for good j is a function of λ only. Consequently, the pricing
decision of a monopolistic firm depends on the value of λ and not directly on the prices set by
competitors in other markets. Thus, it is profit maximising to set p(j) = 1/λ as long as 1/λ
exceeds marginal costs. To prove the second part of the Lemma, assume to the contrary that
only a fraction ν of consumers purchases the product at price p(j) = p = 1/λ. However, this
cannot be an equilibrium, as the firm could undercut the price slightly and sell to all consumers.

Each monopolistic firm faces a demand curve as depicted in Figure 1. It will charge a price
equal to the representative consumer’s willingness to pay p = 1/λ and sell output of quantity 1 to
each of the P households. Without loss of generality, we choose labor as the numéraire, W = 1.
Two conditions characterize the autarky equilibrium. The first is the zero-profit condition,
ensuring that operating profits cover the entry costs but do not exceed them to deter further
entry. Entry costs are F W = F and operating profits are [p − W/a] P = [p − 1/a] P. The zeroprofit condition can be written as p = (aF + P) /aP. This implies a mark-up µ – a ratio of price
over marginal cost – equal to
µ=

aF + P
.
P

Notice that technology parameters a and F and the market size parameter P determine the markup.10 We will show below that the mark-up is a crucial channel through which non-homothetic
preferences affect patterns of trade and the international division of labor.
The second equilibrium condition is a resource constraint ensuring that there is full employment PL = F N + PN/a. From this latter equation, equilibrium product diversity (both in
production and consumption) in the decentralized equilibrium is given by
N=

aP
L.
aF + P

10
Notice that the determination of mark-ups is quite different between the 0-1 outcome and the standard
CES-case. With 0-1 preferences, the mark-up depends on technology and market size parameters. With CES
preferences, the mark-up is determined by the elasticity of substitution between differentiated goods, while it is
independent of technology and market size. Notice further that, from the zero profit condition of the CES-model,
we have ωF = (p − ω/b)xP (where x is the – endogenously determined – quantity of the representative product
and 1/b is the unit labor requirement). Thus we can write the mark-up as (b/x)(F/P) + 1, which compares to
a(F/P) + 1 in the 0-1 case. To achieve realistic mark-ups in empirical applications, the parameter a needs to be
normalized appropriately, i.e. it has to assume an order of magnitude similar to the ratio b/x in the CES-model.
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3

Trade between a rich and a poor country

Let us now consider a world economy where a rich and a poor country trade with each other.
We denote variables of the rich country with superscript R and those of the poor country with
superscript P . To highlight the relative importance of differences in per capita incomes and
population sizes, we let the two countries differ along both dimensions, hence LR > LP and
P R R P P . We assume trade is costly and of the standard iceberg type: for each unit sold to a
particular destination, τ > 1 units have to be shipped and τ − 1 units are lost during transport.

3.1

Full trade equilibrium

When the income gap between the two countries is small, all goods are traded internationally.
In such a full trade equilibrium, a firm’s optimal price for a differentiated product in country
i = R, P equals the households’ willingnesses to pay (see Figure 1), hence we have pR = 1/λR
and pP = 1/λP . Since country R is wealthier than country P , we have λR < λP and pR > pP .
By symmetry, the prices of imported and home-produced goods are identical within each country.
Solving for the full trade equilibrium is straightforward. Consider the resource constraint in
the rich country. N R F labor units are needed for setting up the N R firms. Moreover, N R P R /a
and N R P P τ /a labor units are employed in production to serve the home and the foreign market,
respectively. Since each of the P R households supplies LR units of labor inelastically, the resource

constraint is P R LR = N R F + N R P R + τ P P /a. Similarly, for the poor country. Solving for
N i (i = R, P ) lets us determine the number of active firms in the two countries
Ni =

aP i
Li ,
aF + (P i + τ P −i )

(2)

(where −i = P if i = R and vice versa).
Now consider the zero-profit conditions in the two countries. An internationally active firm


from country i generates total revenues equal to pR P R +pP P P and has total costs W i F + (P i + τ P −i )/a .
Using the zero-profit conditions of the two countries lets us calculate relative wages
ω≡

WP
aF + τ P P + P R
=
.
WR
aF + P P + τ P R

(3)

When the two countries differ in population size, wages (per efficiency unit of labor) are higher
in the larger country.11 Why are wages higher in larger countries? The reason is that labor
is more productive in a larger country. To see this, consider the amount of labor needed by a
firm in country i to serve the world market. When country R is larger than country P , firms
in country R need less labor to serve the world market because there are less iceberg losses
during transportation, which is reflected in relative wages. There are two cases in which wages
are equalized: (i) τ = 1. When there are no trade costs, the productivity effect of country size
11
While ω measures relative wages per efficiency unit of labor, ωLP /LR measures relative nominal per capita
incomes. In principle, ωLP /LR > 1 is possible, so that country P (with the lower labor endowment) has the
higher per capita income. We show below that this can happen only in a full trade equilibrium but not in an
arbitrage equilibrium. The latter case is the interesting one in the present context.
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vanishes. (ii) P P = P R . When the two countries are of equal size, productivity differences
vanish because iceberg losses become equally large. Note further that τ −1 < ω < τ . When the
poor country becomes very large, iceberg losses as a percentage of total costs become negligible,
ω → τ . Similarly, when the rich country becomes large, ω → τ −1 .
Finally, let us calculate prices and mark-ups in the respective export destination. The budget

constraint of a household in country i is W i Li = pi N R + N P . Combining the zero-profit
condition with these budget restrictions and the above equation for the number of firms, lets us
express the price in country i as
pi = W i Li

aF + P R + τ P P
, i = R, P.
aP R LR + aωP P LP

(4)

By symmetry, prices for the various goods are identical within each country, irrespective of
whether they are produced at home or abroad. Consequently, imported goods generate a lower
mark-up than locally produced goods because exporters cannot pass trade costs through to
consumers.12 Marginal costs are W i /a when the product is sold in the home market and τ W i /a
when the product is sold in the foreign market. Hence mark-ups (prices over marginal costs) are
µiD = pi a/W i in the domestic market and µiX = pj a/(W i τ ) in the export market. Hence a full

trade equilibrium is characterized as follows: (i) N P /N R = ωP P LP / P R LR , i.e. differences in
aggregate GDP lead to proportional differences in produced varieties; (ii) pP /pR = ωLP /LR , i.e.
differences in per capita incomes generate proportional differences in prices; and (iii) µPD /µR
D =
P
R
µPX /µR
X = L /L < 1, i.e. differences in per capita endowments lead to proportional differences

in mark-ups.
Patterns of international trade. Let us highlight how the volume and structure of international trade depend on relative per capita endowments LP /LR . We define “trade intensity” φ as
the ratio between the value of world trade and world GDP. In a full trade equilibrium the value
of world trade is given by pR N P P R + pP N R P P while world income is LR P R + ωLP P R . Trade
intensity is given by
φ=

2LR P R · ωLP P P
(LR P R + ωLP P P )2

When all goods are traded, the relative size of aggregate GDP matters for trade intensity. When
GDP differs strongly across the two countries, trade intensity is small as most world production
takes place in the large country and most of this production is also consumed in this country.
Trade intensity is maximized when the two countries are of exactly equal size. We can now state
the following proposition
Proposition 1 Assume the two countries are in a full trade equilibrium. a) All goods are traded.
b) Trade intensity φ increases with both the per capita endowment LP and population size P P
if ωLP P P < LR P R . c) The impact on φ of P P is stronger than the one of LP . d) A trade
liberalization increases trade intensity if ωLP P P < LR P R .
12

This is different from CES preferences, where transportation costs are more than passed through to prices
as exporters charge a fixed mark-up on marginal costs (including transportation). Notice that limited cost passthrough has been documented in a large body of empirical evidence.
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Proof. See Appendix A.
Trade and welfare. Let us finally consider the gains from trade and the welfare effects of a
trade liberalization in a full trade equilibrium. Since all firms sell to all households worldwide,
consumption and welfare levels are equalized across rich and poor countries. Gains from trade
are higher for the country with lower product variety under autarky. Product variety in autarky

is N i = aP i Li / aF + P i . The country with a smaller population P i and/or lower per capita
endowment (lower Li ) gains more from trade. Here we are interested in how bilateral trade
liberalizations affect welfare and the distribution of trade gains between the two countries. A
trade liberalization is modeled as a reduction in iceberg transportation costs τ .
In a full trade equilibrium, households in both countries purchase all goods produced worldwide. Hence the welfare levels are identical in both countries despite their unequal endowment
with productive resources
UR = UP =

aLR P R
aωLP P P
+
.
aF + P R + τ P P
aF + P R + τ P P

Firms’ price setting behavior drives this result. R-consumers are willing to pay higher prices
than P -consumers because their income is higher. In the full trade equilibrium, higher nominal
incomes translate one-to-one into higher prices, welfare is therefore identical. To see the mechanism by which welfare is equalized, consider mark-ups in the special case when the two countries
are equally large. When P P = P R , prices are higher in country R, while costs are the same for
each country. In other words, country-R households bear a larger share of total costs. In this
case, the poor country’s welfare is lower under autarky.13 We summarize this in the following
proposition.
Proposition 2 In a full trade equilibrium, welfare levels are equalized. A trade liberalization (a
lower τ ) increases welfare for both countries.
Proof. In text.

3.2

“Arbitrage“ equilibrium with non-traded goods

Full trade ceases to be an equilibrium when per capita income differences ωLP /LR become large.
The reason is a threat of arbitrage. Consider a US firm that sells its product both in the US
and in China. Suppose the firm charges a price in China that equals the Chinese households’
willingness to pay pP = 1/λP and a price in the US that equals the US households’ willingness
to pay pR = 1/λR . If the difference between 1/λP and 1/λR is large, arbitrage opportunities
emerge. Arbitrageurs can purchase the good cheaply on the Chinese market, ship it back to the
US, and underbid the producer on the US market. A threat of arbitrage also concerns Chinese
firms which both produce for the local market and export to the US. When these firm charge
13

This continues to hold as long as P P is not too much larger larger than P R . When P P  P R , so that
ωL > LR , prices become higher in country P . In that case, country-P bears the larger share in total costs.
P
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too high prices in the US, arbitrage traders purchase the cheap products in China and parallel
export them to the US.
Firms anticipate this arbitrage opportunity and adjust their pricing behavior accordingly.
Notice that the threat of parallel trade only contains firms operating on the world market.
Firms that abstain from selling the product in the poor country and focus exclusively on the
market of the rich country do not face such a threat. Adopting this latter strategy implies a
smaller market but lets firms exploit the rich households’ high willingness to pay. In equilibrium,
firms are indifferent between the two strategies. Notice that concentrating sales exclusively on
the rich market country is, in principle, an option both for producers in the rich and in the poor
country. In equilibrium, however, only by rich-country producers adopt this strategy. While total
revenues are independent of the producer’s location, total costs are not. To serve households
in the rich country, country-R producers face marginal costs W R a, while country-P exporters
face marginal costs W R ωτ /a (they have to bear transportation costs). Since ωτ > 1, countryP producers have a competitive disadvantage in serving the rich country even when the poor
country has lower wages ω < 1.
An arbitrage equilibrium looks as follows. A subset of rich-country producers sells their
product exclusively in the rich country, while the remaining rich-country producers sell their
product both in the rich and in the poor country. All poor-country producers sell their product
worldwide. To see why this is an equilibrium, consider the alternative situation in which all richcountry producers trade their products internationally. If all firms charged a price that prevents
arbitrage, all goods would be priced below rich households’ willingness to pay. In that case,
however, rich households do not spend all their income, generating an infinitely large willingness
to pay for additional products. This would induce country-R firms to sell their product only on
the home market. Thus, in equilibrium, both types of firms will exist. Notice that all firms are
ex-ante identical (i.e. all firms have the same cost- and demand functions). Notice that there is
an indeterminacy concerning the selection of firms into export status. Clearly, this is an artefact
of the symmetry-assumption, which would disappear once asymmetries (i.e. firm heterogeneities)
are added to the model.
We are now ready to solve for the arbitrage equilibrium. Denote the price in the rich country
R
of traded and non-traded goods by pR
T and pN , respectively. The price of non-traded goods is
R
pR
N = 1/λ . Anticipating the threat of parallel trade, the price of traded goods may not exceed
P
and exactly equals the price in the poor country (plus trade costs), pR
T = τ /λ , in equilibrium.

The price of a product in the poor country is still given by pP = 1/λP . The following lemma
proves that this is a Nash equilibrium.
Lemma 2 In an arbitrage equilibrium, firms that sell their product in both countries (i) set
P
pP = 1/λP in country P and pR
T = τ p in country R, and (ii) sell to all households in both

countries.
Proof. (i) Assume 1/λP exceeds marginal costs of exporting. In that case, the profit
maximization problem of an exporting firm reduces to maximize total revenue P P pP (j)+P R pR (j)
s.t. τ pP (j) ≥ pR (j) and pi (j) ≤ 1/λi . Applying Lemma 1, it is profit maximizing to set
12

pi (j) = 1/λi if τ /λP ≥ λR (full trade equilibrium). If τ /λP < λR , the arbitrage constraint is
P
P
binding τ pP (j) = pR (j) = pR
T and revenues are maximized when p (j) = 1/λ . (ii) Assume to

the contrary that only a fraction ν of consumers purchases the product at price pP (j) = 1/λP .
As in Lemma 1, this cannot be an equilibrium, as the firm would lower pP (j) and pR (j) slightly
and gain the whole market in the poor country.
R
P P
The zero-profit condition for an internationally active country-i producer is pR
T P +p P =


W i F + (P i + τ P −i )/a . These firms’ total revenues do not depend on the location of produc-

tion, but the required labor input depends on location. Differences in population sizes generate
differences in (total) transport costs, and relative wages equalize these differences. From the
zero-profit conditions we see that relative wages ω are still given by equation (3). The zero-profit
P
conditions also let us derive the prices for the various products. Using pR
T = τ p , we get

pR
T =

τ aF + P R + τ P P
a τ PR + PP

and pP =

1 aF + P R + τ P P
,
a τ PR + PP

where we have set W R = 1. (We use this normalization throughout the paper.) The zero-profit
R
R
condition for an exclusive rich-country producer is pR
N P = F + P /a, from which we calculate

the equilibrium price of a non-traded variety
pR
N =

aF + P R
.
aP R

Notice that, due to the arbitrage constraint on exporters’ pricing behavior, prices do not depend
on LP and LR . This is quite different from the full-trade equilibrium, where price differences
reflect differences in per capita endowments.
The resource constraint in country P is the same as that in the full trade equilibrium, so
N P is still given by (2). The resource constraint in country R is now different, however, because
there are traded and non-traded products. Denoting the range of traded and non-traded goods
R , respectively, the resource constraint of country
produced in the rich country by NTR and NN


R F + P R /a . Together with the trade
R is given by P R LR = NTR F + (P R + τ P P )/a + NN
R
R P
balance condition NTR pP P P = N P pR
T P and the terms of trade pT /p = τ we get

NTR =


aP R
aP R
P
R
R
P
τ
L
,
and
N
=
L
−
τ
ωL
.
N
aF + τ P R + P P
aF + P R

(5)

Patterns of international trade. Let us now describe volume and structure of international
P R
P R P
trade in an arbitrage equilibrium. The value of traded goods is pR
T N P +p NT P (while world

income still is LR P R + ωLP P R ). Using equations (2) and (5) we calculate the trade intensity in
an arbitrage equilibrium.
φ=

2τ
ωLP P P
·
τ + (P P /P R ) LR P R + ωLP P P

(6)

Equation (6) shows that per capita incomes differences and differences in population sizes affect
trade intensity in different ways. Consider first the impact of a given change in per capita
13

income of country P . The above expression for φ reveals that a higher per capita income of the
poor country unambiguously increases the intensity of trade. This is reminiscent of the Linderhypothesis (Linder 1961) postulating that a higher similarity in per capita incomes is associated
higher trade between trading partners. The intuition for this result is straightforward. When LP
increases by 10 percent, the range of exported goods increases by 10 percent while prices remain
P R
P R P increases by 10 percent
unchanged. Hence the aggregate value of trade pR
T N P + p NT P

as well. In contrast, increasing LP by 10 percent (while leaving LR unchanged) increases world
GDP by less than 10 percent. Trade intensity, the ratio between world trade and world GDP,
thus rises unambiguously.
Now consider a change in population-size of country P . It turns out that a change in P P has
a smaller effect on trade intensity than an increase in relative per capita incomes that increases
GDP by the same magnitude, i.e. we have ∂logφ/∂ log P P < ∂ log φ/∂ log LP . This can be seen
from looking at the volume of world trade which is equal to 2pP NTR P P . An increase in P P has
a direct and an indirect effect on world trade. The direct effect increases trade in proportion to
country P ’s population. The indirect effect lowers per capita imports. Notice that imports per


capita in country-P are equal to pP NTR = τ /(τ + P P /P R ) ωLP . From the point of view of
country R, a larger population in country P requires fewer exports to each country-P households
to cover a given amount of own imports. Hence country-P imports (and world trade) increase
with P P less than proportionately.14
Proposition 3 Assume per capita income differences are large, so that the world economy is in
an arbitrage equilibrium. a) Some firms in country R do not export. b) An increase in per capita
endowment LP raises trade intensity φ, while an increase in population size P P may increase or
decrease φ. c) The impact on φ of P P is weaker than the one of LP . d) A trade liberalization
decreases trade intensity.
Proof. See Appendix B.

Trade and welfare. We proceed by looking at the impact of trade liberalizations. We first
consider the case where trade costs are symmetric and explore a bilateral liberalization. (We
look at the unilateral case below). In an arbitrage equilibrium, a bilateral trade liberalization
lets consumers’ welfare levels in the two countries diverge. Country-P households’ welfare equals
R . Using (2) and (5),
NTR + N P , while country-R households’ welfare equals N P + NTR + NN

these welfare levels are given by
U

P

aLP (P P + τ P R )
=
aF + τ P R + P P

and U

R


aLP (P P + τ P R ) aP R LR − τ LP
=
+
.
aF + τ P R + P P
aF + P R

It is straightforward to verify, that ∂U P /∂τ > 0 while ∂U R /∂τ < 0. We are now able to state
the following proposition.
14
Notice that an increase in P P also increases ω. It is shown in the proof of proposition 2 (see Appendix) that
taking the impact of P P on ω into account, an increase in P P still reduces per capita imports.
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Proposition 4 In an arbitrage equilibrium, a trade liberalization increases the welfare of countryR households, but decreases it for country-P households.
Proof. In text.
Proposition 4 shows the crucial role of trade costs for welfare. Unequal countries have different
preferred trade barriers (or different preferred degrees of trade liberalizations). Consumers in
the rich country are essentially free-traders, whereas consumers in the poor country are harmed
by liberalizations. What is the intuition behind this result? The reason is country-R firms’
pricing behavior. As higher trade costs imply a less tight arbitrage constraint, country-R firms
can charge higher prices for traded goods relative to non-traded goods. This induces country-R
firms to export rather than sell exclusively to domestic customers. The result is an increase in
trade intensity which benefits the poor country. Put differently, poor country households are
against a trade liberalization because a lower τ decreases trade and welfare in country P .
Unilateral trade liberalization. Up to now we have assumed symmetric trade costs across
countries. However, policy makers can influence trade costs through tariffs and regulations. This
is interesting in the present context because, in an arbitrage equilibrium, the poor country has
an incentive to increase trade barriers and relax the arbitrage constraint. This increases the
supply of northern varieties and hence may raise welfare in the South. It is therefore interesting
to look at an unilateral trade liberalization. Assume that trade costs differ between countries,
with τ i denoting iceberg costs for imports into country i. While total revenues of exporters are
R
P P
still pR
T P + p P , now total costs do not only vary as a result of unequally large populations


but also because of differences in transportation costs, W i F + (P i + τ −i P −i )/a . From the

zero-profit condition we derive relative wages ω as
ω≡
which implies that τ R

−1

WP
aF + τ P P P + P R
=
,
WR
aF + P P + τ R P R

< ω < τ P . Assume that income differences are sufficiently large,

ωLP /LR < τ R , so that an arbitrage equilibrium prevails. To prevent arbitrage, the price of
traded goods in the rich country may not exceed the price in the poor country plus transportation
R P
15
costs, hence firms will charge pR
T = τ p in the rich country.

Using zero-profit conditions and resource constraints is it is straightforward to calculate
welfare in the two countries as
UP =

aP P + aτ R P R
LP
aF + τ R P R + P P

and U R = U P +


aP R
LR − τ R ωLP .
R
aF + P

Interestingly, a unilateral trade liberalization by the poor country (a fall in τ P ) does not have
any effect on poor households, but affects rich households through a fall in ω. Lower costs of
exporting to the poor country makes producers in country R more productive, improving their
15

To make sure that such an equilibrium exists, we also assume that country-R exporters can charge a price in
country P that covers (production plus transportation) costs, pP > τ P /a. This implies τ P τ R < aF/P R + 1. If
R
R
R P
this condition is satisfied also country-P exporters will export, pR
T > τ /a because pT = τ p .
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terms of trade while leaving the arbitrage constraint unaffected. This saves resources for country
R which are employed to produce non-traded goods. This raises welfare of rich consumers.
In contrast, an unilateral increase in trade barriers into the rich country (a larger τ R ) harms
country-R but benefits country-P households. Hence, our model predicts that a poor country
has an incentive to levy an export tax. This relaxes the arbitrage constraint and increases the
supplied varieties and hence welfare in country P .

3.3

Existence of equilibria

The conditions under which the threat of parallel trade becomes binding and the economy
switches from a full trade to a partial trade equilibrium are straightforward. In a full trade
equilibrium, relative prices equal relative per capita incomes pP /pR = ωLP /LR . In that case,
differences in willingnesses to pay must be small enough, λP /λR ≤ τ , so that the threat of
parallel trade is not binding. In contrast, when differences in willingnesses to pay become large,
λP /λR > τ , the parallel trade constraint kicks in. This happens when
ωLP
> τ −1 .
LR

(7)

In other words, a full trade equilibrium emerges when per capita incomes are similar, while an
arbitrage equilibrium emerges when the gap in per capita incomes is large.
Up to now we have implicitly assumed that trade costs are sufficiently low so that the two
countries will engage in trade. The following proposition proves existence of a general equilibrium
with trade.
Proposition 5 When τ ≤ τ ∗ ≡

p
aF/P R + 1, the two countries will trade with each other for

all LP /LR ∈ (0, 1].
Proof. See Appendix C.
The trade condition in the proposition makes sure prices in country P are sufficiently high
to induce country-R firms to export their product. Notice that, with τ ≤ τ ∗ , country-P firms
P
are also willing to export since they can charge a price pR
T > p < τ /a. The trade condition is

quite intuitive. Trade is more valuable when fixed costs are high, as these costs are spread out
over a larger market. For the same reason, trade is more valuable if the local market is small.
Hence the critical value of iceberg costs τ ∗ is increasing in F and falling in P R . Notice also
that the trade condition makes a statement about the relative size of trade costs and the square
root of the mark-up. One could argue that empirically observed mark-ups are often lower than
observed trade costs, thus contradicting the trade condition. Notice, however, that aF/P R + 1 is
the mark-up of a (northern) firm that sells its product exclusively on the home market, while the
average mark-up in the economy is a weighted average of these non-exporting firms (with high
mark-ups) and exporting firms (with low mark-ups). Hence, our simple model can accommodate
a situation where there is trade, even though the economy-wide mark-up falls short of trade
costs.
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Figure 2 shows the relevant equilibria in (LP /LR , τ ) space. There is full trade in region F
which emerges at high values of LP /LR and intermediate values of τ . An arbitrage equilibrium
prevails in region A which arises at low trade costs and high income differences. Figure 2 also
shows what happens when population size in the poor country increases. In that case, the
downward-sloping branch that separates regions F and A shifts to the left. When the poor
country is larger, τ ∗ is unaffected and there are more parameter constellations (LP /LR , τ ) under
which a full trade equilibrium emerges. In this sense, a larger population in the poor country
fosters trade.16
F igure 2
Figure 3 shows the welfare responses of changes in τ across the various regimes graphically.
Panel a) is drawn for relatively low per capita income differences ωLP /LR > τ ∗ . In that case, an
arbitrage equilibrium emerges with low trade costs, while a full trade equilibrium emerges with
moderate trade costs. Panel b) is drawn for higher per capita income differences ωLP /LR ≤ τ ∗ so
that a full trade equilibrium is not feasible. Country-R welfare (the bold graph) is monotonically
decreasing in τ in both panels of Figure 3. Hence the R-consumer reaches his maximum welfare
when trade costs are at their lowest possible level τ = 1. In contrast, the impact of τ on countryP welfare (the dotted graph) interacts with per capita income differences. When these differences
−1
are low (panel a), country-P welfare increases in τ when τ < ωLP /LR
and decreases in τ
−1
−1
P
R
P
R
when τ ≥ ωL /L
. Welfare is maximized at τ = ωL /L
(when the equilibrium
switches from a full-trade to an arbitrage equilibrium). When per capita income differences are
large (panel b), country-P welfare decreases monotonically in τ (full trade is not feasible) and
welfare is maximized at τ = τ ∗ .
F igure 3

4

Many rich and poor countries

In an arbitrage equilibrium with two countries, all firms in the poor country are exporters while
only a subset of firms in the rich country exports. Moreover, a trade liberalization that relaxes
the arbitrage constraint always hurts poor consumers. We now show that these predictions need
to be qualified in a multi-country world. The effect of moving from two to many countries can
be most easily shown when there are n identical rich countries and m identical poor countries,
i.e. a world with a fragmented rich North and a fragmented poor South. As before, we assume
that countries differ in per capita endowments (and population size) but are identical in all other
respects.
The general equilibrium has a structure very similar to that of the two-country case. From the
zero-profit conditions for internationally active firms, it is straightforward to show that relative
16

Notice that there is international trade even when income differences become extremely large and LP /LR
becomes very small. The range of traded goods approaches zero, however, when LP /LR goes to zero.
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wages are now given by
ω≡

aF + τ P −R + P R
WR
=
,
P
W
aF + τ P −P + P P

where P −R = (n − 1)P R + mP P and P −P = nP R + (m − 1)P P are rest-of-the-world populations
from the perspective of country R and country P , respectively. In full world trade equilibrium,
relative prices of southern relative to northern markets are determined by relative per capita incomes, pP /pR = ωLP /LR , and the ratio of produced varieties still reflects differences in aggregate
GDP, N P /N R = ωLP P P /LR P R .
The interesting case is when income differences are sufficiently large, so that ωLP /LR > τ −1 .
In that case, the arbitrage constraint is binding, limiting trade between the rich North and the
poor South. A northern firm now has two options: either export worldwide or export only to
other northern countries. Notice that, unlike in the two-country case, all northern firms are now
exporters. Firms that export exclusively to the North have a smaller market but can charge
higher prices. Firms that export to all countries worldwide set low prices but have the large
world market. While large differences in per capita incomes limit trade across regions, there is
full trade within regions. As there are no income differences within a region, all goods produced
in that region are also sold to other countries in that region.
The arbitrage equilibrium can now be solved in a straightforward way (for details see Appendix E). We first study how differences in per capita incomes and population sizes affect trade
intensity. It is straightforward to calculate
φ=2

mωLP P P
(m − 1)P P + τ P R
(n − 1)LR P R
+
2
.
nLR P R + mωLP P P mP P + nτ P R
nLR P R + mωLP P P

which readily reduces to the expression derived in the last section when n = m = 1. An increase
in LP increases world trade intensity (and reduces North-North trade with exclusive goods). It
can also be shown that a larger population in the South has a weaker effect on trade intensity
than a larger per capita income. Hence with respect to per capita incomes and populations sizes,
the results of the two-country case carry over to the multi-country framework.
In contrast to the two-country case, the effect of a trade liberalization on welfare is now
ambiguous. There are two effects. On the one hand, a lower τ implies a tighter arbitrage
constraint for globally active producers. Lower prices for globally traded products (relative
to products exclusively sold in the North) induce former northern world-market producers to
concentrate their sales on northern markets only. This reduces trade intensity between the
North and the South. On the other hand, a reduction in τ stimulates trade within regions.
While South-South trade increases less than North-South trade falls (first term of above equation
increases in τ ), North-North trade unambiguously increases (second term decreases in τ ). A trade
liberalization is more likely to stimulate trade if there are more countries with a region. Withinregional trade is more strongly affected in this case and dominates the reduction in North-South
trade. A trade liberalization is also more likely to stimulate North-South trade, the larger is
the North relative to the South. In that case, North-North trade (which is positively affected)
comprises the bulk of world trade. When the North is much larger than the South, positive
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effects on North-North trade of a trade liberalization dominate negative effects on North-South
trade flows.
It turns out that the welfare level of a country-P household is given by
R
U P = mN P + nNN
=

aLP (mP P + τ nP R )
.
aF + τ P −P + P P

It is straightforward to see that ∂U P /∂τ < 0 if aF < (m − 1)P P (1 + (m/n) (P P /P R )). This
means that a trade liberalization may raise welfare in country P and is more likely to do so the
higher is mP P . A reduction in τ has two opposing effects. The arbitrage channel is still at work
and induces northern firms to abstain from selling to southern households. This is harmful for
southern welfare. However, a lower τ stimulates South-South trade, which has a beneficial effect
on southern welfare. Households in the poor country gain from a trade liberalization when there
are many poor countries and when poor countries are large. In such a situation, there is a lot
to gain from South-South trade because there are many trade barriers and because the southern
markets are large.
We summarize the above discussion in the following
Proposition 6 Assume there are m identical poor countries and n identical rich countries,
with LP /LR < (ωτ )−1 . a) All northern firms export, but some of them export only to other
northern countries; b) A trade liberalization (a lower τ ) unambiguously increases welfare of rich
households. It increases welfare of poor households if aF < (m − 1)P P (1 + (m/n) (P P /P R )) and
decreases it otherwise. The increase in welfare is larger in the North than in the South.
Proof. In text.
Notice that the multi-country model generates an empirically testable hypothesis. The model
predicts a positive correlation between the export probability of a northern firm and the per
capita income of a potential destination. In our simple model, the probability that a firm from
a rich country exports to another rich country is 100 percent. (The prediction that 100 percent
of all firms export is clearly an artefact arising from the assumed absence of firm heterogeneity.)
In contrast, the probability that a northern firms exports to a poor country is less than 100
percent and is lower the poorer a potential destination. Below, we will test this prediction by
investigating whether and to which extent US export probabilities of HS6-digit product categories
are indeed positively related to potential destinations’ per capita incomes.

5

General preferences

The assumption of 0-1 preferences yields a tractable framework with closed-form solutions. However, the focus is entirely on the extensive margin of consumption. This contrasts with the
standard CES case where all adjustments happen along the intensive margin. We go beyond
these two polar cases in this section by studying general preferences. We show that the qualitative characteristics of the equilibria under 0-1 preferences carry over to general preferences
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featuring non-trivial intensive and extensive margins of consumption.17 In particular, we precisely define the conditions under which an arbitrage equilibrium with non-traded goods exists
and also provide a simple calibration exercise showing that arbitrage equilibria emerge under
reasonable parameter values and that there is a quantitatively strong relationship between per
capita incomes on the extensive margin of trade.

5.1

Utility and prices

Let us go back to the setup of Section 3 with two countries that differ in per capita income and
population size. However, let household welfare take the general form
Z

∞

v(c(j))dj,

U=

(8)

0

where c(j) denotes the consumed quantity of good j. It is assumed that the subutility v()
satisfies v 0 > 0, v 00 < 0 and v(0) = 0. Beyond these standard assumptions, we make two further
assumptions on the function v(): (i) v 0 (0) < ∞, (ii) v 00 (0) > −∞, and (iii) −v 0 (c)/[v 00 (c)c]
is decreasing in c. The first assumption implies that reservation prices are finite, generating a
non-trivial extensive margin of consumption; the second ensures that an arbitrage equilibrium
exists when per capita income differences are sufficiently high (see below); and the third implies
a price elasticity of demand decreasing along the demand curve. Monopolistic pricing leads
to p = (1 + v 00 (c)c/v 0 (c))−1 b, where b denotes marginal cost. To simplify notation, we denote
the mark-up by µ(c) ≡ (1 + v 00 (c)c/v 0 (c))−1 . Assumptions (i)-(iii) imply that µ(0) = 1 and
µ0 (c) > 0.18
How does firms’ price setting behavior change when there are consumer responses along the
intensive margin? With 0-1 preferences, the monopoly price equals the representative household’s
willingness to pay and does not depend on marginal production costs. With general preferences,
however, firms solve the standard profit maximization problem: the price equals marginal costs
times a mark-up that depends on the price elasticity of demand. This implies an important difference to the case of 0-1 preferences. With general preferences, there are price differences between
imported and domestically produced goods. While symmetric utility implies that importers and
local producers within a given location face the same demand curve, marginal costs differ since
importers have to bear transportation costs and since wages vary by location. To allow for such
differences, we denote by pij , cij and bij , respectively, the price, quantity and marginal cost of a
good produced in country j and consumed in country i. Unconstrained monopoly pricing implies
pij = µ(cij )bij .
17
Li (2012) and Bronnenberg (2015) propose other ways to study the trade-off between intensive and extensive
margins of consumption by sticking to CES preferences but allowing for fixed purchasing costs.
18 0
µ (c) > 0 follows directly from assumption (iii). To see why µ(0) = 1 we use l’Hopital’s rule
limc→0 v 0 (c)c/v(c) = limc→0 (1 + v 00 (c)c/v 0 (c)).
However, limc→0 v 0 (c)c/v(c) = v 0 (0) · limc→0 c/v(c) =
0
0
00
0
v (0)/v (0) = 1. This implies limc→0 v (c)c/v (c) = 0 and hence limc→0 µ(c) = 1. Since the monopolist optimally chooses a price along the elastic part of the demand curve, no further restrictions on the µ(c)-function are
needed.
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5.2

The arbitrage equilibrium

The arbitrage equilibrium features a situation in which (i) only a subset of country-R producers
sell their product worldwide at sufficiently low prices to avoid arbitrage; (ii) the remaining
country-R firms sell their product exclusively in the rich country at the unconstrained monopoly
price; (iii) all poor-country producers export their products, also at prices that avoid arbitrage.
The discussion in this section focuses on the conditions under which an arbitrage equilibrium
exists. (Appendix E provides the full system of equations that characterize such an equilibrium.)
The arbitrage constraints for country-R and country-P producers, respectively, are now given
by
P
P
R
1/τ ≤ pR
R /pR ≤ τ and 1/τ ≤ pP /pP ≤ τ.

A necessary condition for the existence of an arbitrage equilibrium is that these constraints
P
R P
are binding, so that pR
R /pR = pP /pP = τ . This happens to be the case if the gap in per
P
capita incomes becomes sufficiently large. As LR /LP , and hence cR
R /cR , get large the ratio of
P
2
(unconstrained) monopoly prices eventually exceeds trade costs, or µ(cR
R )/µ(cR ) > τ . (Recall

that µ0 (c) > 0.) Notice, however, that a binding arbitrage constraint does not necessarily imply
that there are non-traded goods. The reason is that adjustment now does not only occur at the
extensive margin but also at the intensive margin. Hence there are full trade equilibria where
the arbitrage constraint binds.
To verify the existence of an arbitrage equilibrium with non-traded goods, we look at incentives of country-R firms to sell exclusively on the home market rather than selling their products
worldwide. A country-R producer’s profit is given by (to ease notation we write pR
R ≡ τ p and
pPR ≡ p)
P
P
π = P R (τ p − 1/a) cR
R + P (p − τ /a) cR .
R
The corresponding demand curves are given by the first order conditions v 0 (cR
R ) = λ τ p and

v 0 (cPR ) = λP p for households in country-R and and country-P , respectively. This yields dcR
R /dp =
00 R
P
0 P
00 P
(1/p)v 0 (cR
R )/v (cR ) and dcR /dp = (1/p)v (cR )/v (cR ). The first order condition of the monopo-

listic firm’s price setting choice is given by
τ p − 1/a
p





P
v 0 (cR
v 0 (cPR ) P P
p − τ /a
R
PP
R)
− 00 R
+
− 00 P
=
τ
c
+
c
R
R R.
p
P
v (cR )
v (cR ) P R

To examine whether an arbitrage equilibrium exists, let LP and therefore cPR approach zero,
all other exogenous variables (including P P /P R ) remain fixed. The first order condition then
becomes
τ p − 1/a
τp



v 0 (cR
p − τ /a
R)
− 00 R R +
v (cR )cR
τ pcR
R

v 0 (cP )
− lim 00 RP
v (cR )
cP
R →0

!

PP
= 1.
PR

Now consider the optimal decision of a country-R firm whether to produce exclusively for the
home market. Denoting by pN and cN
R price and quantity of non-traded goods, the first order
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condition for exclusive producers is
pN − 1/a
pN



v 0 (cN
R)
− 00 N N = 1.
v (cR )cR

When τ is sufficiently low, so that p > τ /a, comparing the last two equations shows that the
price of a non-exporting firm pN is strictly larger than the price of an exporting firm τ p. (This
is because, by assumption, −v 0 (0)/v 00 (0) > 0.) Since cPR → 0 when LP → 0, export revenues
are zero. Hence non-exporters charge higher prices and their profits are larger than those of
exporters. This implies that an outcome where all firms export cannot be an equilibrium. We
summarize our discussion in
Proposition 7 There is a critical income gap ∆ such that, for all LP /LR < ∆, an equilibrium
emerges in which only a subset of goods is traded.
Proof. In text.
The above proposition implicitly assumes an equilibrium where the two countries trade with
each other. This is not a priori clear because the countries may also remain in autarky. The
following proposition shows that transportation costs need to fall short of a certain limit to make
sure that trade will take place in equilibrium.
Proposition 8 Denote by cR
a consumption per variety under autarky in the rich country. There
0
0 R
R
R
R
will be trade in equilibrium, if τ < µ(cR
a )v (0)/v (ca ) where aF/P = ca (µ(ca ) − 1).

Proof. See Appendix F.
An important result we derived under 0-1 preferences holds that population size has a weaker
effect than per capita incomes in determining trade patterns. We now demonstrate that this is
also true with general preferences. The previous proposition showed that, starting from a full
trade equilibrium, increasing the gap in per capita incomes will eventually generate an arbitrage
equilibrium with non-traded goods. We now show this is not necessarily the case, when we
increase relative population size.
To make this point, we proceed as follows. We first observe that, starting from a full trade
equilibrium, an increase in LP /LR beyond unity eventually leads to a “reversed” arbitrage equilibrium, in which some country-P producers sell only on the domestic market while all country-R
producers export. We now show that such a reversed arbitrage equilibrium cannot emerge from
a successive increase in P P /P R (keeping LP /LR < 1 constant), because this does not generate
price differences sufficiently large to escape a full trade equilibrium. In other words, increasing
P P /P R , we cannot reach a situation where both arbitrage constraints are violated, µ(cPR ) ≥ µ(cR
R)
2
and µ(cPP ) ≥ µ(cR
P )τ . To see this, consider the households’ budget constraints
R
R R
aLR = NP µ(cR
P )cP τ ω + NR µ(cR )cR

aLP

= NP µ(cPP )cPP + NR µ(cPR )cPR τ /ω,
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and take the difference between the two equations. If both arbitrage conditions are violated,
the budget constraints can only hold if ω > τ . However, if ω > τ the zero-profit condition is
violated in at least one country in a full trade equilibrium (where firms charge the unconstrained
monopoly price). In such an equilibrium, the zero-profit condition in country j is given by
R
P P
P
P R cR
j (µ(cj ) − 1)/a + P cj (µ(cj ) − 1)τ /a = F,

where piP > piR and ciP < ciR , since country P has higher marginal cost than country R, both on
the domestic and the export market. However, this implies ciP (µ(ciP ) − 1) < ciR (µ(ciR ) − 1) for
both i = P and i = R, i.e. country R-producers make strictly larger profits on both markets. It
follows that, when the zero-profit condition holds in country R, it must be violated in country P ,
and vice versa, if country P is the low-wage country. In the latter case, we must have ω > 1/τ
to ensure that both zero-profit conditions can hold simultaneously. Hence we have ω ∈ (1/τ, τ )
in a full trade equilibrium with unconstrained price setting. In sum, we always have ω < τ
in a full trade equilibrium. But this implies that households’ budget constraints continue to
hold simultaneously when P P /P R gets very large. Thus, unlike a successive increase in LP /LR
(beyond unity), it is not possible to reach a “reversed” arbitrage equilibrium with a successive
increase in P P /P R . In this sense, the difference in population sizes has a weaker effect on trade
patterns than the difference in per capita endowments. We summarize our discussion in the
following
Proposition 9 Per capita endowments are more important for trade patterns than population
sizes. Starting from a full trade equilibrium with unconstrained price setting, successive increases
in LP /LR (beyond unity) lead to a “reversed” arbitrage equilibrium, while successive increases in
P P /P R cannot generate a reversed arbitrage equilibrium.
Proof. In text.

6

Reduced-form empirical evidence

Before we start with a model-based approach to shed light on the empirical relevance of arbitrage,
it seems useful to test the prediction (developed at the end of section 4) of a positive relationship
between a rich country’s export probability and a destination’s per capita income. If the arbitrage
constraint is at work, such a positive relation between the extensive margin of exports and the
per capita income of a potential destination should be observed in the data.
We analyze the following empirical model
D(i, k) = α0 + α1 ln GDP (k) + α2 ln y(k) + X(i, k)β + φ(i) + e(i, k),
where D(i, k) indicates whether the US exports product i to country k, GDP (k) is aggregate
GDP of country k, and y(k) denotes per capita income of country k. X(i, k) is a vector of
controls,19 φ(i) is a product-fixed effect, and e(i, k) is an error term.
19

Control variables include: log of distance between exporter’s and importer’s capital, dummy for a common
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We use UN Comtrade data complied by Gaulier and Zignago (2010) containing yearly unidirected bilateral trade flows at the 6-digit-level of the Harmonized System (1992) for the year
2007. We observe 5,018 product categories at the 6-digit level. We look only at consumer goods
(according the BEC classification). This leaves us with 1,263 product categories from which we
exclude those 11 categories the US did not export in 2007. Our data set includes 135 potential
export destinations. Information on per capita incomes (2005 PPP-adjusted USD) and population sizes are taken from Heston et al. (2006). We exclude all bilateral trade flows with negative
quantities and set D(i, k) = 0 when the observed quantity falls short of USD 2,000. We end up
with 169,020 potential export flows (1,252 products × 135 potential importers). 39.1 percent of
these potential export flows actually materialized in 2007.
A crucial prediction of our model is α2 > 0: a destination’s per capita income is a significant
determinant for the export probability, conditional on the destination’s aggregate GDP. In the
standard homothetic model we should have α2 = 0, since there is no extra role for a destination’s
per capita income once aggregate GDP is controlled for. The estimates of Table 1, column 1,
clearly indicate that α2 is positive, statistically significant, and qualitatively large: doubling a
destination’s per capita income, holding its aggregate GDP constant, increases the US export
probability of a HS6 digit product category by 8.5 percentage points. The estimates of column
1 also imply that a destination’s per capita income is more important than its population size.
To see this, denote by P op(k) destination k’s population size, so that ln P op(k) = ln GDP (k) −
ln y(k). This lets us rewrite the empirical model as D(i, k) = α0 +(α1 +α2 ) ln y(k)+α1 ln P op(k)+
... Hence doubling the per capita income (holding population size constant) increases the export
probability by 14.9 (= 8.5 + 6.4) percentage points, while doubling population size (holding
per capita income constant) increases it by only 6.4 percentage points. We conclude that the
empirical evidence is consistent with the predictions of our model, according to which per capita
income play a more important role than populations size to explain the extensive margin of
international trade (see Propositions 3 and 9).
Table 1
To check the robustness of our estimates, columns 2-6 of Table 1 replace the regressor ln y(k)
by a set of dummy variables to allow for a more flexible impact of per capita incomes on export
probabilities.20 In column 2, we use the same sample as in the log specification of column 1;
column 3 excludes very small destination (with population size less than 1 million); and column
4 and 5 aggregate export probabilities to HS4 and HS2 digit levels, respectively. Results indicate
border, dummy for importer being an island, dummy for importer being landlocked, dummy for importer and
exporter ever having had colonial ties, dummy for currency union between importer and exporter, dummy for
importer and exporter sharing a common legal system, dummy for religious similarity, dummy for importer and
exporter having a free trade agreement, and dummy for importer and exporter sharing a common language.
P
20
The estimated model is D(i, k) = α̃0 + α̃1 ln GDP (k) + 6n=1 α̃2n Dy (k, n) + X(i, k)β̃ + φ̃(i) + ẽ(i, k), where
Dy (k, n) indicates whether of not destination k falls into per capita income category n. We classify countries
into 7 per capita income groups: (i) lower than USD 1000; (ii) USD 1000-1999; (iii) USD 2000-3999; (iv) USD
4000-7999; (v) USD 8000-15999; (vi) USD 16000-31999; and (vii) USD 32000 or larger. The group with per capita
income larger than USD 32,000 serves as the reference group.
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a monotonic impact of per capita income, which is robust across specifications.21
Obviously, a positive relationship between export probabilities and per capita incomes does
not mean that only arbitrage constraints are driving the empirical evidence. Export zeros could
also be the results of cost constraints (i.e. the marginal cost of exporting to particular destination exceeds that destination’s reservation price). Standard heterogeneous-firm models can
accommodate the results of Table 1 only with additional parameters, e.g. by assuming heterogeneous market-entry costs depending on the destination’s per capita income. Simple specifications of non-homothetic preferences that have been frequently used in the earlier literature (e.g.
Bergstrand 1990, Mitra and Trindade 2005) typically work with a homogenous and a differentiated good. Such specifications of non-homotheticities generate a bang-bang solution: either
consumers buy no differentiated goods or all of them. Again, additional parameters like preference heterogeneity across countries would have to be introduced to produce export zeros. More
recent papers mentioned in the introduction combine non-homothetic preferences and supply heterogeneities to generate non-negativity constraints so that export zeros can emerge. Clearly, the
empirical evidence of Table 1 cannot discriminate between export zeros arising from a reservation
price falling short of marginal production costs; and export zeros arising from international arbitrage due to large per capita income differences. Therefore, in the next section, we go one step
further and check quantitatively whether binding arbitrage can arise in a calibrated standard
model, thus speaking more specifically to the empirical relevance of the arbitrage channel.

7

Are no-arbitrage constraints binding in a calibrated model?

In this section, we calibrate a multi-country trade model with non-homothetic preferences. This
model makes predictions about prices in the various destination but rules out arbitrage by
assumption. The idea is to check whether the price distribution predicted in such a model
is such that arbitrage opportunities exist. If this is the case for many exporters (and a high
export volume), we take it as evidence that points to the potential relevance of international
arbitrage.22
Arbitrage in a multi-country framework. In a multi-country framework, arbitrage opportunities can not only arise directly within a country pair but also indirectly through a third
country. A direct arbitrage opportunity occurs through parallel-imports – when the relative price
between origin i and destination j exceeds trade costs τji (so that arbitrageurs can buy cheaply
in j and undercut the price in i); or through parallel-exports – when the relative price between
21
In Tables A1 and A2 of the Online Appendix, we provide further robustness checks. In Table A1, we show
that US regressions for each single year 1997-2006 yield estimates very close to those obtained for the year 2007,
which we report in Table 1. In Table A2 we look at the 14 largest consumer goods exporters (rather than only the
US). For all these large exporting countries we find a significant effect of destinations’ per capita income, holding
destinations’ GDP constant (the only exception being China and Mexico where the effect is not statistically
significant). These results are also in line with the evidence in Baldwin and Harrigan (2011) and Bernasconi and
Wuergler (2012) where, respectively, output per worker and income per capita are included as control variables
in extensive margin regressions.
22
We thank an anonymous referee for making this suggestion.
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destination j and origin i exceeds trade costs τij (so that arbitrageurs can buy cheaply in i and
undercut in j).
Importantly, however, in a world economy with many countries, the arbitrage channel may
also work indirectly through third countries. Consider the example of a US firm that sells its
product in Korea. Korean consumers are poorer than US consumers. Therefore, the US firm
wants to charge a lower price in Korea. It can do so because trade costs from Korea to the US
are relatively high and as a consequence arbitrageurs do not find it profitable to ship the goods
back to the US. However, if the same US firm also serves the Chinese market, it is likely to
be indirectly constrained on the Korean market. The reason is that arbitrageurs may purchase
cheaply on the Chinese market and underbid in Korea. Such a scenario is likely since income
differences between Korea and China are high, while trade costs are comparably low. In fact,
such a constellation emerges in the numerical analysis discussed below.
The above discussion suggests the following simple rule to identify whether a producer from
country i is subject to (direct or indirect) arbitrage in destination j: we need to check, for all
possible country triples (i, j, k), whether the following inequality holds
pij
> τkj ,
pik

(9)

where pij is the price charged by the producer from country i in destination j and τkj are the
trade costs from country k to country j.
Equation (9) encompasses both cases of direct and indirect arbitrage. Indirect cases are
represented by i 6= j 6= k. Direct cases are represented by k = i 6= j (parallel exports) and
i = j 6= k (parallel imports). The I − 1 countries from where a threat of arbitrage potentially
originates include the I −2 third countries (indirect arbitrage) and one of the two trading partners
(direct arbitrage). A threat of indirect arbitrage emerges when i 6= j 6= k (purchasing country i
goods cheaply in destination k and undercutting in destination j). A threat of parallel exports
occurs when the above inequality holds for k = i 6= j (purchasing cheaply in the home market i
and underbid in destination j). A threat of parallel imports occurs when the above inequality
holds for i = j 6= k (purchasing cheaply in destination k and shipping it back to origin j). To
sum up, exporter i is constrained in destination j, if the above inequality holds for at least one
of the other I − 1 destination markets k (excluding market j). Conversely, a producer from i is
unconstrained in j, if and only if the above inequality does not hold (and hence the arbitrage
constraint is not binding) for any of the I − 1 other destinations.
Numerical analysis. We use the model by Simonovska (2015) who introduces Stone-Geary
preferences into the multi-country heterogeneous firm model. Her model provides a useful framework for our purpose, since Stone-Geary preferences belong to the class of utility functions (studied in section 5) where arbitrage constraints may, in principle, be binding. Moreover, there is
now a well-established approach to quantifying this type of models (exemplified by Simonovska
and Waugh, 2014, whose data we use). Notice that the prices will be unconstrained monopoly
prices, as Simonovska (2015) does not consider arbitrage. We will use the quantified model to
compute implied relative prices and trade costs and to check then if and how often the arbitrage
26

constraint (9) holds.
The Simonovska (2015) model features many countries, indexed by i = 1, ..., I, that differ
in population size Pi and that face exporter-destination-specific trade costs τij , where we set
τii = 1. It also allows for heterogenous firms within countries, which differ in productivity a
drawn from a (country-specific) Pareto distribution, Gi (a) = 1 − (bi /a)θ . All countries have
the same θ but differ in the parameter bi . Ceteris paribus, countries with a higher bi are more
productive (and hence richer) than other countries. The utility function takes the Stone-Geary
form v(c) = log(c + γ) − log γ, where γ > 0 is a normalization constant to ensure v(0) = 0.
Utility is the same for all goods and countries.
Since arbitrage is ruled out, firms set the unconstrained monopoly price in each country.
Under the maintained assumptions the price in destination j charged by a country-i firm with
productivity a is
1
2

pij (a) = (τik Wi /a) (Wj Lj F (θ + 1) (1 + 2θ) /γ)

1
2(1+θ)

I
X

1
!− 2(1+θ)

θ

Lν Pν (bν ) (τνj Wν )

−θ

ν=1

where Wi Li is the income level of the representative consumer in country i. From this expression,
the relative price in destinations j and k of a firm producing in country i is given by
pij (a)
=
pik (a)



Wj Lj
Wk Lk



1
2(θ+1)



τij
τik

1

−θ
θ
ν=1 Lν Pν bν (τνj Wν )
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2

PI

θ
ν=1 Lν Pν bν

(τνk Wν )−θ

!−

1
2(θ+1)

,

(10)

where the last term in equation (10) captures relative market sizes of j and k. Note that
the relative price in (10) is independent of the firm’s productivity a. This is a consequence
of the Stone-Geary assumption and does not hold generally with non-homothetic preferences.
Simonovska (2015) shows that the expenditure share in j for goods produced in i is
λij = PI

Li Pi bθi (τij Wi )−θ

θ
v=1 Lν Pv bv

(τvj Wv )−θ

,

(11)

which allows us rewrite equation (10) as
pij (a)
=
pik (a)



Wj Lj
Wk Lk



1
2(θ+1)



τij
τik



2θ+1
2(θ+1)



λij
λik



1
2(θ+1)

.

(12)

Equations (10) and (12) will be central in what follows since they allow us to compute the price
that a country-i producer charges in destination j relative to the price charged in destination k
under the assumption that there is no international arbitrage. We can then compare this relative
price to the trade costs between k and j to check if there is an incentive to buy the good cheaply
in k, ship it to j and undercut there the country-i producer. Note that (10) and (12) correspond
to equations (22) and (24) in Simonovska (2015).
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Data and baseline numerical analysis. In our baseline numerical analysis we use equation
(12). We therefore need values for the parameters/variables Wj Lj , τij , λij , and θ. We use the
dataset of Simonovska and Waugh (2014) that contains I = 123 countries for the year 2004.23 To
measure the above parameters/variables we proceed as follows: (i) as a measure of Wj Lj , we use
per capita income of country j, which can be taken directly from the dataset. (ii) As a measure
of λij , we use imports of j from i as a fraction of the manufacturing absorption of country j
(i.e. total manufacturing output minus net exports). Simonovska and Waugh (2014) compute
these shares based on source data from the UN Comtrade database and UNIDO. (iii) Trade
costs τij cannot be directly observed; we obtain estimates for τij by using the gravity approach
of Simonovska and Waugh (2014).24 In principle, this method may generate trade costs below
unity. When this happens, we set τij = 1. Note that in our context, this is a conservative choice,
since lower trade costs would make arbitrage more likely. (iv) We are agnostic about the specific
value of the Pareto parameter θ. We provide results for θ = 2, 4, 6, 8, which covers the range of
estimates provided by the literature.
In the online appendix, we perform a number of robustness checks to explore the sensitivity
of our findings with respect to alternative choices for (i) - (iii) above. We also present the results
based on equation (10) instead of (12). (Data and programs to derive these estimates and the
results shown below are provided in an online package.)
Based on the above measures, we compute the relative prices according to (12) for all country
triples (i, j, k) by combining the observed per capita incomes and expenditure shares with the
estimated trade costs. We then use these relative prices and the estimated trade costs to check
if the arbitrage condition (9) is binding. Note that the price ratio (12) goes toward infinity
whenever the trade flow from i to k is zero. In this case the arbitrage condition automatically
becomes binding. To avoid inflating our results by this, we focus in the baseline specification on
positive trade flows.
Baseline results. An exporter from country i is subject to arbitrage in destination j, if the
arbitrage condition (9) holds for at least one of the I − 1 other destinations. This suggests the
23

We thank Michael Waugh for providing the dataset. For details on the dataset see the data appendix of
Simonovska and Waugh (2014).
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Simonovska and Waugh (2014) specify trade costs as log τ̂ij = α0 dk,ij + α1 bij + α2 exi where dk,ij measures
the distance between countries i and j (measured in 6 discrete intervals); bij indicates a common border; and
exi indicates that i is the exporter in the respective trade relation (allowing for asymmetric trade cost). Using
τjj = 1 yields an empirically implementable gravity equation






λij
log
= log Li Pi bθi Wi−θ − log Lj Pj bθj Wj−θ − θα0 dk,ij − θα1 bij − θα2 exi + νij ,
λjj
|
{z
} |
{z
}
log Si

log Sj

where the first two terms are captured by a country effect and vij is an error term. Note that because the country
effect is restricted to be the same when a country is the exporter as when it is the importer, one can separately
identify the exporter fixed effect, θα2 , and the country effect, log Si . Estimating this equation yields estimates
d0 , θα
d1 , θα
d2 , and log
\
θα
Si . The estimated coefficients exactly replicate the results of Simonovska and Waugh
(2014) presented in their online appendix. With an assumption for the Pareto parameter θ, we can back out
α̂0 , α̂1 , α̂2 and predict trade costs as τ̂ij = exp (α̂0 dk,ij + α̂1 bij + α̂2 exi ). Also, by combining the predicted trade
cost (scaled by the Pareto parameter) with the exponential of the estimated country effects we can compute the
−θ
element Lν Pν bθν (τνj Wν )−θ = Ŝν τ̂νj
for all ν and j. These elements can be then be used when implementing
equation (10) and also when computing model-implied expenditure shares according to equation (11).
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following two measures to quantify the relevance of the arbitrage channel:
(i) a count measure: the fraction of exporter-destination pairs where the exporter is subject
to arbitrage, and
(ii) a volume measure: the value of exports among constrained exporter-destination pairs
relative to the total global volume of exports.
There are in total I × (I − 1) = 15, 006 potential bilateral trade relations, of which 10, 636
flows feature positive (non-zero) trade. Among these exporter-destination pairs, according to
the baseline numerical analysis shown in Panel a of Table 2, more than 20 percent are price
constrained. This estimate varies little with the choice of the Pareto parameter θ. When we set
θ = 2 (close to Jung et al. 2015), we find that 2, 199 out of the 10, 636 export flows, or 20.7
percent are price constrained. When we increase this value to θ = 8 (close to Eaton and Kortum
2002), the estimate increases only slightly to 21.9 percent. Changing θ has little quantitative
impact, since both sides (9) move in the same direction. When θ increases, both the elasticity
of relative prices with respect to per capita income differences, (2(θ + 1))−1 , and trade costs
decrease.
Table 2
Panel a also displays both the number of direct and indirect cases, that lead to constrained
exporters. When θ = 4, inequality (9) holds for 32 country pairs (direct arbitrage) and for 3, 726
country triples (indirect arbitrage). The fact that there are few directly and many indirectly
binding arbitrage constraints is per se not surprising as the number of country triples (where
indirect arbitrage can potentially occur) is an order of magnitude larger than the number of
country pairs.25 Notice also that there are more indirect arbitrage possibilities than constrained
exporter-destination pairs. This is because one exporter-destination pair can be subject to
indirect arbitrage through several third countries. The numerical analysis finds that the average
constrained exporter-destination pair is price constrained through about 1.5 third countries.
In Panel b of Table 2, we calculate the export volume that is subject to a binding arbitrage
constraint. Irrespective of the particular value of θ, our numerical analysis suggests that about 45
percent of total world trade is subject to arbitrage. Interestingly, the volume measure indicates
that arbitrage is of even higher importance than indicated by the count measure. This suggests
that large export flows are more likely to be constrained.
We conclude that the numerical analysis of a multi-country model, in which preferences are
such that the arbitrage constraint can in principle become binding, indicates that the arbitrage
channel is quantitatively relevant: the typical exporter is price-constrained on 20 percent of its
destinations and about 45 percent of world trade occurs among constrained exporter-destination
pairs.
In the online appendix, we also show separately for each of the 123 exporters in the data set,
the number and volume of constrained destinations. For instance, the US, Japan, and China
25

Of course, indirect arbitrage is only counted, when it emerges through a third country k that is actually
served by producer i. This means that indirect arbitrage threats are only considered for the subset of the
I × (I − 1) × (I − 1) = 1, 830, 732 triples, where both the flows from i to j and from i to k is non-zero.
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export to all other (122) countries and are constrained in 8, 10, and 13 destinations, respectively.
In contrast, the large European exporters, Germany, France, and the UK also export to all other
countries and are constrained in 67, 97 and 85 destinations, respectively. The larger number
of binding destinations for European exporters is partly due to the high integration (low trade
costs) within Europe. This leads to a disproportionate share of indirect arbitrage via cheaper
European destinations.
Robustness. In the online appendix, we check the robustness of our results with respect to
alternative ways to measure the crucial parameters/varibles. (i) To calculate expenditure shares
from observed data, we can use GDP in the denominator rather than manufacturing absorption.26
(ii) For the trade costs, we can allow fitted trade costs τ̂ij to fall short of unity (while the baseline
sets estimated trade costs below unity to 1). (iii) To quantify Wi Li , we can calculate modelP
consistent wage rates using the balanced trade condition, Wi Li Pi = Ij=1 λij Wj Lj Pj . This can
be done using empirically observed expenditure shares λij or model-implied expenditure shares
λ̂ij (which are computed using the procedure sketched in footnote 24 above). (iv) We also
present the results when using equation (10) instead of (12), which is equivalent to replacing the
empirically observed expenditure shares in equation (12) with the model-implied expenditure
shares λ̂ij . (v) Finally, for each of the alternative choices in (i)-(iv) we iterate over the different
values of the Pareto parameter θ = 2, 4, 6, 8. In total, this yields 2 × 2 × 3 × 2 × 4 = 96 alternative
ways to calculate the outcomes of interest (including our baseline specification).
While the particular values for the count and volume measures vary across the various specification, two robust conclusions emerge. First, there is always a substantial fraction of constrained
exporters, ranging from 12.5 to 50.8 percent. Second, in all specifications, the share of constrained
exports (volume measure) is substantial and larger than the share of constrained markets (count
measure). This suggests that arbitrage is more important for larger exporters, ranging from 43.0
to 75.4 percent. We conclude that the results of our baseline numerical analysis are robust.
Discussion. Notice that the above numerical exercise is tentative and clearly needs to be taken
with caution. Here we emphasize three points which have to be kept in mind when interpreting
the results. First, the baseline numerical analysis is based on observed and strictly positive
(non-zero) trade flows. This is clearly in the spirit of our arbitrage model, which emphasizes the
limits to price setting for exporters with big price differences and low trade costs. However, our
model of arbitrage also emphasizes the relevance of arbitrage threats for export zeros (that let
firms abstain from exporting). In the online appendix, we compute relative prices for zero trade
flows using equation (10) and country fixed effects from the gravity regression (the approach is
sketched out at the end of footnote 24). Relative prices for zero exports can be calculated from
equation (10) because the gravity approach of Simonovska and Waugh (2014) yields estimates
for τij even when i does not export to j. This allows us to test whether inequality (9) holds (or
does not hold) for export zeros. We find that the fraction of export zeros that feature binding
arbitrage lies between 6.8 percent (θ = 2) and 5.4 percent (θ = 8). One reason for the lower
26
Notice that GDP is consistent with the model, but inconsistent with the data, since trade are gross flows
while GDP is value added.
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frequency of arbitrage among exports zeros are the rather high estimated trade costs among
these exporter-destination pairs.
This brings us to the second issue, the rather large size of estimated iceberg costs. With θ = 8,
about 55 percent of bilateral trade relationships have iceberg trade costs larger than 3, with
θ = 6, 4, 2 this number increases to 75, 90, and 95 percent, respectively. High estimated iceberg
costs may reflect real-world barriers not adequately captured by the model, such as fixed costs (for
establishing a trade relationship, infrastructure, distribution networks, marketing, etc.). These
costs, while potentially substantial for the incumbent firm, maybe do not accrue for arbitrageurs
(who may, at least partly, free-ride on incumbents). In this case, the trade costs relevant for
arbitrageurs could be lower than those captured in the numerical analysis, suggesting that our
procedure tends to underestimate the importance of arbitrage. (This could partly explain the
lower relevance of arbitrage among export zeros). Clearly, other real-world features not captured
in the model may work in the opposite direction. In particular, incumbent firms may lobby
for restricting parallel trade (pharmaceutical products are one prominent example), differentiate
products (horizontally or vertically), or use other strategies that limit the usefulness/desirability
of a product sold in country k for consumers in destination j, thereby reducing arbitrage threats.
A third point concerns the role of firm heterogeneity. While the Stone-Geary specification
provides an elegant and simple framework, it implies that relative prices of a country-i exporter
do not depend on the firm’s productivity, a, see equation (12). This leads to the prediction that,
if one exporter from country i is price-constrained in market j, all other exporters from i are
also constrained in that market. This artefact of the Stone-Geary specification abstracts from
important margins (product characteristics, product-specific trade costs) which may be relevant
in practice.

8

Conclusions

This paper studies a model of international trade in which an importer’s per capita income
determines export zeros and prices of exported goods. This is due to a demand effect: consumers
in poor countries have lower willingnesses to pay for differentiated products than consumers in
rich countries. As a result, northern firms have a low incentive to export to a southern destination.
Our model generates export zeros from non-homothetic preferences and does not rely on firm
heterogeneity and/or fixed export-market entry costs. Hence our analysis is complementary to
standard heterogeneous-firm approaches which focus on the supply side.
A key insight of our analysis is that export zeros arise from a threat of international arbitrage.
Globally active firms cannot simultaneously set low prices in the South and high prices in the
North because this triggers arbitrage opportunities. Northern firms have two options to avoid
arbitrage: (i) set a sufficiently low price in the North; or (ii) abstain from exporting to the South.
These two options involve a trade-off between market size and price: firms that export globally
have a large market but need to charge a low price; firms that sell exclusively to northern markets
can charge a high price but have a smaller market. The equilibrium of our model is characterized
by Linder-effects, a situation where similarity in per capita incomes increases trade intensity
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between two countries. The model also generates interesting welfare effects. While rich countries
always gain from a trade liberalization, poor countries may lose. Lower trade costs tighten the
arbitrage constraint and this induces northern firms not to export to poor destinations, thus
reducing the menu of supplied goods and harming welfare of households in the South.
We argue that the arguments put forth in this paper are potentially empirically relevant.
Our model predicts a positive relationship between the export probability of rich exporters and
the per capita income of a potential destination. While this is clearly supported by the data, it
does not necessarily arise from a threat of arbitrage but could also be due too high export costs.
To shed more specific light on the potential relevance of the arbitrage constraint, we pursue
a model-based approach. We explore a model of non-homothetic preferences featuring many
countries and heterogenous firms (Simonovska 2015). This model makes predictions for the
relative price of a given product between any two locations – under the assumption that firms do
not take arbitrage constraints into account. We pursue a simple consistency check and explore
whether and to which extent the predicted relative prices violate the arbitrage constraint. We
find that arbitrage constraints are indeed violated in many trade relations which suggests that
international arbitrage is potentially relevant.
The above consistency check is based on the predictions of a model that does not take
arbitrage constraints into account. Solving a full-fletched multi-country model with supply and
demand heterogeneities that takes arbitrage constraints into account turns out complex and is
beyond the scope of this paper.27 However, our analysis suggests that accounting for arbitrage in
models of monopolistic competition and international trade is an interesting direction for future
research. The challenge is to appropriately disentangle supply and demand effects and assess
their relative importance. This seems particularly relevant for a better understanding of how
rapidly growing per capita incomes in China, India and other emerging markets affect trade
patterns and the international division of labor.
27

If arbitrage is ruled out, a firm optimizes country by country. In contrast, if arbitrage is allowed, the firm
optimizes for all countries simultaneously. In fact, it does not only optimize the price in each country taking into
account potential arbitrage flows, but also optimizes the set of countries that it supplies. While this problem
can be clearly characterised, we were not able to derive general equilibrium expressions that take empirically
implementable forms.
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A

Proof of Proposition 1

Part b). This follows from calculating the derivatives of φ with respect to LP
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Part c). A given increase in LP P P has a stronger impact on φ if it comes from P P rather


than from LP if ∂φ/∂ log LP = ∂φ/∂LP LP < ∂φ/∂ log P P = ∂φ/∂P P P P . This is true
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Part d). This follows from the derivative of φ with respect to τ
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Proof of Proposition 2

Part b) follows from the derivatives of φ with respect to LP and P P . It is straightforward to see
that ∂φ/∂LP > 0. To calculate ∂φ/∂P P we need to take into account that ω depends on P P
∂ω
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hence an increase in P P increases trade intensity φ when P P is small and vice versa.
Part c). We need to show that the volume of trade increases with P P less than proportionally.
The argument in the text was made without considering that P P increases ω. It remains to show
that, taking account of the impact of P P on ω, an increase in P P reduces per capita imports.
We have sign(∂pP NTR /∂P P ) = sign(∂ log(pP NTR )/∂P P ) < 0. Calculating pP NTR , taking logs
and the derivative with respect to P P reveals that ∂pP NTR /∂P P < 0 if
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which holds true because pP > τ /a.
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Part d). We note that sign(∂φ/∂τ ) = sign(∂ log φ/∂τ ). Taking logs of the expression for φ
and the derivative with respect to τ yields

sign(∂φ/∂τ ) = sign

ω0(τ )τ
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which, using ω(τ )LP /LR < τ and
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Proof of Proposition 3



Part a). In an arbitrage equilibrium we have pP = aF + P R + τ P P / aτ P R + aP P . Country

−1
-R firms export if pP ≥ τ /a or, equivalently, aF + P R + τ P P τ P R + P P
≥ τ . Solving
that latter equation for τ yields the trade condition. (Notice that, if the trade condition holds
P
P
for country -R firms, it also holds for country -P firms, as we have pR
T = τ p > p .)

−1
Part b). Under full trade we have pP = ωLP aF + P R + τ P P aP R LR + aωP P LP
≥


τ /a or ωLP /LR aF/P R + 1 ≥ τ . But since full trade occurs only when ωLP /LR ≥ 1/τ , the

trade condition follows.

D

Two regions: n rich and m poor countries

P
In an arbitrage equilibrium, the price of globally traded goods is pR
T = τ p in the North. Zero

profit constraints of globally traded goods are
pP mP P + τ pP nP R =
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where where P −R = (n − 1)P R + mP P and P −P = nP R + (m − 1)P P . The prices of globally
P
traded goods can be directly calculated pP = (aF +P R +τ P −R )/(amP P +aτ nP R ) and pR
T = τp .

The zero profit conditions for goods exclusively traded in the North are
R
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and the price of these goods follows immediately pR
N = W (aF + P + τ (n − 1)P )/(anP ).

From the zero profit conditions of globally traded goods we can calculate relative wages between
North and South
ω≡
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aF + τ P −R + P R
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The resource constraints are
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for a poor country, and
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for a rich country.
a
a
Each R-country imports all goods produced worldwide, while each P -country imports only a
subset of these goods. Hence the aggregate trade balance between the North and the South has
to be balanced in equilibrium.28 This implies
τ N P P R = NTR P P .
From the resource constraints and the trade balance condition we get closed-form solutions for
R . This gives welfare of rich and poor households
NP , NRT , and NN
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We see that that ∂U R (τ ) /∂τ < 0 and ∂U S (τ ) /∂τ ≤ 0 when aF < (m−1)P P (1+mP P /(nP R )).
It also follows that ∂U R (τ ) /∂τ < ∂U S (τ ) /∂τ , i.e. a trade liberalization benefits the rich
country more.
Finally, let us calculate trade intensity. The value of North-North trade is given by
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The value of South-South trade is
2(m − 1)pP N P mP P = 2(m − 1)
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and the value of North-South trade is
2mpP N P nP R = 2m

nτ P R
ωLP P P
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28

Due to the symmetry of our set-up, the volume of bilateral trade is undetermined. One of the Northern
countries could produce predominantly (or exclusively) goods that are consumed only in the North, while the
other Northern country produces mainly (or exclusively) goods that are consumed worldwide. In that case,
the first Northern country runs a trade surplus with the other Northern country and a trade deficit with both
Southern countries taken together. Such trade imbalances cannot occur between the Southern countries, since
each Southern country consumes all goods the other Southern country produce, meaning that the South-South
trade flows are of the same magnitude in either direction. However, each Southern country may run a surplus
with one of the Northern countries that is balanced by a deficit with the other Northern country. Notice further
that all bilateral trade flows are equalized in a full trade equilibrium since all households in each country consume
all goods that are produced worldwide.
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This allows us to calculate trade intensity φ, the value of world trade relative to world GDP as
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When m = 1 and n = 1 we get
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Unlike in the arbitrage equilibrium of the two-county case, trade intensity may decrease in τ .
This is when a reduction in τ increases South-South and North-North trade more strongly than
it reduces North-South trade.

E

Equilibrium with general preferences

The arbitrage equilibrium. Here we state the full system of equations that characterize an
arbitrage equilibrium with non-traded goods. Households choose consumption levels to maximize
utility. This implies marginal rates of substitution
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Firms set prices to maximize profits. Firms that sell exclusively on the home market set the
unconstrained monopoly price
N 1
pN
R = µ(cR ) .
a

Exporting firms set prices to avoid arbitrage
P
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P = τ pP ,

P
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R = τ pR .
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which leads to first-order conditions29
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The resource constraints are
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the trade balance condition is
R R
pPR NRT P P cPR = pR
P NP P cP ,

and the zero-profit conditions are


R
P P cPP pPP − ω/a + P R cR
P pP − τ ω/a = ωF.


R
P P
P
P R cR
R pR − 1/a + P cR pR − τ /a = F,

N
P R cN
R pR − 1/a = F,
N
R
In sum, the arbitrage equilibrium has 14 equations in 14 unknowns: quantities (cPP , cPR , cR
R , cP , cR ),
R
N
T
N
prices (pPP , pPR , pR
R , pP , pR ), firm measures (NP , NR , NR ), and the relative wage ω.

Full trade equilibria. As mentioned in the main text, a binding arbitrage constraint is a
necessary though not sufficient condition for an arbitrage equilibrium with non-traded goods
since consumers can now respond also along the intensive margin. There are three types of full
trade equilibria: (i) both P - and R-firms are price-constrained; (ii) P -firms are price-constrained
while R-firms set the monopoly price; and (iii) firms in both countries set the monopoly price.30
ad (i). When both firms are price-constrained but all goods are traded, all equations are
N
identical except that NRN = cN
R = 0 and pR do not exist. The system reduces to 11 equations.
R
ad (ii). When P -firms are price constrained but R-firms are not, we have pR
R = µ(cR )/a and
P
pPR = µ(cPR )τ /a while pR
P and pP are still determined as above.

ad (iii). When firms in both countries are unconstrained, also P -firms set the monopoly price
pPP

R
= µ(cPP )ω/a and pR
P = µ(cP )ωτ /a.

29

These conditions
derive from maximizing
the profit functions
for country-P and country-R producers, i.e.



R R
R
R R
R
P P
P
pP
P − ω/a + P cP pP − τ ω/a and P cR pR − 1/a + P cR pR − τ /a , subject to the above arbitrage
constraints. Moreover, we use the fact that households’ demand functions derive from v(c) = λp which implies
∂c/∂p = (1/p)v 0 (c)/v 00 (c).
30
Notice that the (unconstrained) price gap of country-P firms between market P and market R is higher than
the corresponding price gap for country-R firms. This is because country-P firms have low (high) costs and low
(high) demand on the home (foreign) market. This is different from the situation of country-R firms. They have
high (low) costs and low (high) demand on the foreign (home) market. This implies that country-P firms get
price-constrained first, and an equilibrium, where country-R firms are price-constrained - but country-P firms are
not - cannot exist.
P P cP
P
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F

Proof of Proposition 7

We determine the autarky equilibrium and ask under which conditions an entrepreneur has
incentives to sell his products abroad. Setting W = 1, optimal monopolistic pricing implies
R
p = µ(c)/a. With free entry, profits P R (pR
a − 1/a)ca must equal set up costs F

 R
aF/P R = µ(cR
a ) − 1 ca
The equilibrium is symmetric for all firms, hence the resource constraint reads

LR = NaR F + P R cR
a /a
R
R
R
Solving for cR
a and Na , we see that ca does not depend on L . Hence when the two countries

differ only in Li but have equal populations, intensive consumption levels under autarky are
P
0
P
identical between the two countries, cR
a = ca . Selling one marginal unit abroad at price v (0)/λa ,
P
allows the purchase of v 0 (0)/(λPa pPa ) foreign goods. Since λPa = v 0 (cPa )/pPa and cR
a = ca this is
0
R 0 R
equal to v 0 (0)/v 0 (cR
a ) > 1. Reselling this (new) product at home, yields a price v (0)pa /v (ca )
 0



0 R
0
0 R
2
minus trade costs. Hence, this strategy is profitable if v (0)pR
a /v (ca ) · v (0)/v (ca ) > τ .
R
Expressing pR
a in terms of ca , we get the condition of the Proposition.
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Table 1: Extensive margin of U.S. exports, 2007
(1)
All
HS6

(2)
All
HS6

(3)
Pop>1m
HS6

(4)
All
HS4

(5)
All
HS2

0.391

0.391

0.399

0.576

0.731

Log importer GDP

0.064∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.070∗∗∗
(0.010)

0.089∗∗∗
(0.010)

0.076∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.061∗∗∗
(0.009)

Log importer GDP per capita

0.085∗∗∗
(0.014)

Per capita income USD 385–999

-0.265∗∗∗
(0.064)

-0.205∗∗∗
(0.066)

-0.270∗∗∗
(0.067)

-0.178∗∗∗
(0.065)

Per capita income USD 1,000–1,999

-0.262∗∗∗
(0.067)

-0.226∗∗∗
(0.068)

-0.249∗∗∗
(0.071)

-0.145∗∗
(0.060)

Per capita income USD 2,000–3,999

-0.237∗∗∗
(0.065)

-0.233∗∗∗
(0.063)

-0.232∗∗∗
(0.066)

-0.163∗∗∗
(0.049)

Per capita income USD 4,000–7,999

-0.116∗
(0.069)

-0.146∗∗
(0.066)

-0.076
(0.068)

-0.035
(0.047)

Per capita income USD 8,000–15,999

-0.128∗
(0.068)

-0.149∗∗
(0.064)

-0.104
(0.067)

-0.089∗
(0.051)

Per capita income USD 16,000–31,999

-0.034
(0.064)

-0.030
(0.061)

-0.017
(0.060)

-0.008
(0.041)

ref

ref

ref

ref

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

0.424
169,020

0.423
169,020

0.442
147,736

0.431
42,255

0.417
9,045

Mean dependent variable

Per capita income USD 32,000–
Trade cost indicators
HS fixed effects
Adjusted R2
N

Notes: Estimates based on a linear probability model, ? , ?? , ??? denotes statistical significance at the 10%, 5%,
1% level, respectively. Standard errors are clustered on importer level. Year is 2007. Omitted category of income
per capita groups is above USD 32,000. Trade cost indicators include log of distance between exporter’s and
importer’s capital, dummy for a common border, dummy for importer being an island, dummy for importer being
landlocked, dummy for importer and exporter ever having had colonial ties, dummy for currency union between
importer and exporter, dummy for importer and exporter sharing a common legal system, dummy for religious
similarity, dummy for importer and exporter having a free trade agreement, and dummy for importer and exporter
sharing a common language.
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Table 2: Number of constrained exporters and constrained export volume
Panel a: Number of constrained exporters
Number positive trade flows
Number constrained flows
Fraction constrained
Direct arbitrage
Indirect arbitrage
Panel b: Constrained export volume
World trade volume (m)
Constrained volume (m)
Share constrained volume
Direct constrained volume (m)
Share direct constrained volume

θ=2

θ=4

θ=6

θ=8

10,636
2,199
0.207
28
3466

10,636
2,239
0.211
32
3726

10,636
2,295
0.216
37
3903

10,636
2,324
0.219
37
4022

6,829,931
3,113,948
0.456
1,315,237
0.193

6,829,931
3,077,943
0.451
1,375,793
0.201

6,829,931
3,106,796
0.455
1,489,080
0.218

6,829,931
3,136,772
0.459
1,489,080
0.218

Notes: The data is described in the Data Appendix of Simonovska and Waugh (2014). Bilateral tradeflow data are from UN Comtrade for the year 2004 (for a sample of 123 countries, restricted to manufacturing trade flows only). Manufacturing production data for 2004 is from UNIDO where it exists and
imputed for all other countries.
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